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Abstract— The design of security protocols is usually performed manually by pen and paper, by experts in security.
Assumptions are rarely specified explicitly. We present a new
way to approach security specification: The protocol is refined
fully automated into a specification that contains assumptions
sufficient to execute the protocol. As a result, the protocol
designer using our method does not have to be a security expert
to design a protocol, and can learn immediately how the protocol
should work in practice.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Security protocols belong to the core of computer security,
combining classical disciplines like communication, cryptography and software engineering. Although the number of
security protocols increases (the still highly relevant and thorough survey [6] gives more than 41 authentication protocols),
surprisingly little attention has been devoted to the process
of designing and testing security protocols. Even though the
security community has contributed over the last decade with
secrecy proofs within several calculi and attacks discovered
through model checking, new protocols are still designed using
pen and paper1.
Recent advances in distributed computer science suggest
a need for more support in the designing and testing of
protocols. The end-user of the specification, in most cases a
programmer, is supposed to understand and take for granted
the specification as presented by the expert. However, even
the experts make serious mistakes. Errors in protocol specifications can be classified into three main categories, errors
with respect to syntax, assumptions, and security.
Therefore it is timely to automate the process of prototyping security protocols. However, taking security protocols
into automated software engineering, involves some particular challenges that distinguishes it from standard software
engineering: There is no common paradigm of programming
languages that can be applied directly. Protocols are languageindependent in a strong sense. Therefore the choice of specification language and semantics is controversial. Concurrency
plays a crucial role, the protocols might run in environments
with unreliable networks. Unlike computer science in general,
computer security in general and security protocols in particular, involves intentional concepts, concepts of beliefs, attitudes
of agents, and relations between agents, as the relation of
trust. All these elements are part of our language, which
1 Evolutionary

development of protocols from a given specification of
security goals have been proposed (see [16] and [10]). These protocols are
derived fully automated based on weight criterias.

consequently builds on temporal epistemic logic. The benefits
of our methods can be summarized as follows;
we provide a uniform way to specify protocols,
assumptions may be specified explicitly,
assumptions may be constructed fully automated,
soundness of manually refined security protocols can be
formally verified.
The work presented in this paper is part of a large project,
involving a specification language for security properties [9]
and a simulator for executing protocols implemented in Maude
[14]. The language and the simulator have a formal operational
semantics [8]. Protocol analysis using specifications in our
language is possible since the simulator is implemented in
Maude. However, neither protocol analysis (by hand-proof
or semi-automated) nor formal semantics (denotational or
operational) is the focus of this paper. This paper is devoted
to the specification and analysis of protocol syntax. We
shall explain the language informally and show how protocol
specifications can be used for rapid testing of the intended
behaviour of protocols. This paper can be summarized in one
single question:
What do we know about a protocol by
considering only its specification?
Fortunately, the answer is: We know a lot! Protocol specifications as given in the literature contain much implicit
information that can be exploited in a formal language.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we present
an example of an authentication protocol, the Wide Mouthed
Frog. The textbook version of the protocol can be given a direct
translation in our language. A formal language for security
specifying security properties is presented and we motivate
how this language can be extended to a language for security
protocols. Section III shows how temporal epistemic logic can
be used to precisely define the set of valid textbook protocols.
In order both to analyze and design protocol specifications,
two additional notions are introduced, sub-protocols and protocol composition. It turns out that orderings and algebra of
protocols are exactly what we need in order to automate the
refinement of textbooks into executable assumption protocols.
In section IV we show how this formal specification can be
refined into an assumption version of the protocol that contains
the sufficient assumptions about required beliefs and necessary
actions performed by the agents. Then finally in section VI
we compare our approach with related work, evaluate our
approach, and point to some future research directions.
II. A LANGUAGE FOR PROTOCOLS
Mike Burrows proposed the following authentication
protocol, called the Wide Mouthed Frog, which we shall

use to illustrate our language and methods throughout
the paper. It consists of two messages, involving three
parties, A is trusted to generate the session key KAB ,
S forwards the session key to B. Timestamps are added
by both A and S to ensure freshness of the session. In
standard notations for security protocol specification it reads:

pP1 q
pP2 q

A ÝÑ S
S ÝÑ B

:
:

A, E pKAS : TA , B, KAB q
E pKBS : TS , A, KAB q

The notation A ÝÑ S : A, E pKAS : TA , B, KAB q
means that agent A sends to S the message consisting of
the agent name A, followed by the message containing a
time-stamp TA , the agent name B, and the session key KAB
encrypted using the symmetric key KAS .
A language of security LS can be defined as follows: The
terms in LS are of two basic sorts, Agents and Messages. The
agent names are typically written a, b, c, . . . , while messages
are written m, m1 , m2 , . . . . Agent variables are written x, y,
A
x1 , x2 , . . ., and agent-terms tA , tA
1 , t2 , . . . In LS there are two
distinguished atomic sentences; Transmitpa, b, mq, Agentpaq P
Atomic. The sentence Transmitpa, b, mq reads; “a sends the
message m to b” while Agentpaq reads “a is an agent”. Second
order variables X, Y are place-holders for arbitrary sentences.
Definition 1: If a, b, are agent terms, x is an agent variable,
and m is a message, then LS is the least language such that:
piq Atomic  LS .
piiq If ϕ, ψ P LS , then ϕ, ϕ Ñ ψ P LS .
piiiq If ϕ P LS , then Bela pϕq, ϕ U ψ P LS .
pivq If ϕ P LS then x ϕ P LS .
pvq If Φ P LS then X Φ P LS .
As usual ^, _ and Ø are definable using
and Ñ and
J  ϕ Ñ ϕ. The operator Bela pϕq reads “the agent a believes
ϕ holds”. The until operator ϕ U ψ means that ϕ holds until
ψ holds. The operator before B is definable from U by
ϕ B ψ  p ϕ U ψ q.
The language LS can be used to define both single agent
properties and security properties [9]. A single agent property
(SAP) is a characterization of the capabilities and behaviour
of a single agent. Below we have defined some SAP’s
explicitly:
Honestpaq ðñ X x pTransmitpa, x, X q Ñ Bela pX qq
Consciouspaq ðñ
X x pTransmitpa, x, X q Ñ Bela pTransmitpa, x, X qqq
^pTransmitpx, a, X q Ñ Bela pTransmitpx, a, X qqq
The good agent is both honest and conscious, as can
be observed from the refined protocol specification in
section IV. A security property is a relation between two or
more agents, as for instance the concept trust:
Trustpa, b, ϕq

ðñ Transmitpb, a, ϕq Ñ Bela pϕq

Trustpa, bq

ðñ X Trustpa, b, X q

Particular Trust

Unconditional Trust
We shall see later that trust plays a crucial role in the
execution of security protocols.

The proper extension of LS to the language for protocols
LP , is obtained by first extending the terms with notions for
protocols and primitives for encryption. The terms of LP
contain the terms of LS and natural numbers N , N1 , N2 ,
. . . , and three additional sorts, nonces, timestamps, and keys.
Variables for the new sorts are labeled with xN , xT , and
xK respectively, when their sorts are emphasized. Constants
include protocol names µ, µ1 , µ2 , encryption methods for
cryptography s (symmetric) and a (asymmetric), in addition
to the indicators i (private) and u (public). Then finally
there are function symbols for nonces npN, aq, time-stamps
A
A
A
stampptT , tA q, keys keyps, tA
1 , t2 q, keypa, i, t q, keypa, u, t q,
and concatenation of protocol names can be formed.
Definition 2: Let a denote some agent-term, x an agentvariable, k is a key, and µ is protocol name, and N is a
natural number respectively. Then the language of security
protocols LP is the least language such that:
piq LS  LP and ε P LP .
piiq isKeypkq, isNoncepnpN, aqq, TimepstamppN, aqq P LP
piiiq playRolepa, x, µq, rolepaq P LP .
pivq If ϕ P LP , then both E rk : ϕs, Drk : ϕs P LP .
pvq If ϕ, ξT , ξA , ξS P LP , then
protocolrµ, N, ξ T , ξ A , ξ S , Φ s P LP .
pviq If ϕ P LP , then Enforcea pϕq P LP .

Clause piiq is self-explanatory. The predicate roleptq says that
agent t plays a specific role inside a protocol session. roleptq
only have meaning in the context of a specific protocol. The
ternary predicate playRolept, x, µq states explicitly that “agent
t plays the role x in the protocol named µ”. The sentences
E rk : ϕs and Drk : ϕs denote the basic cryptographic primitives encryption and decryption respectively. The sentence
protocolrµ, N, ξ T , ξ A , ξ S , Φ s reads “protocol named µ with
session number N with the total roles ξ T , the agent specific
roles ξ A , the start-roles ξ S and the protocol body Φ”. The
final sentence Enforcea pϕq reads “enforce agent a to do the
sentence ϕ” or “agent a does ϕ”. Enforcement is the only
imperative construct in the language, and it can be used by
the system specifier or protocol to extend the local belief of
the agent.
The syntactical complexity of sentences in LP , degpϕq,
and the free variables freepϕq are defined in the standard
way by recursion on the structure of ϕ. The events in a
protocol are usually positive sentences, like “send message”
or “encrypt message”. The subset of the language having
this property is called the set of P-positive sentences.
They include the atomic sentences, and composite sentences
where a modal operator is the outermost connective; hence
each of E rk : ϕs, Drk : ϕs, Bela pϕq, Enforcea pϕq
and protocolrµ, N, ξ T , ξ A , ξ S , ϕ s are P-positive. Hence sentences where the outermost connective is negation, implication
or a temporal connective, are not P-positive.
III. S PECIFICATION

OF PROTOCOLS

An event is the minimal unit in a protocol specification,
for instance the transmission event or the empty event ε also
called skip. A protocol is a chain of events between agents. A

protocol [WMF1 , 0, rolepxq ^ rolepy q ^ rolepz q,
rolepxq ^ rolepy q ^ rolepz q, rolepxq,
Transmitpx, z, Agentpxq ^ E rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpy q ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y qqsq
B
Transmitpz, y, E rkeyps, y, z q : TimepstamppuT , z qq
^ Agent pxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, yqqsqs
Fig. 1.

The Wide Mouthed Frog.

chain of events is a sentence of the form;
ϕ1 B ϕ2 ^ ϕ2 B ϕ3 ^ . . . ^ ϕn1 B ϕn , where each ϕi is Ppositive. If the last event is the empty event, ϕn  ε, then the
chain is called final. Skip can only occur as the tail in a chain
of events or alone as the empty chain ε. Let Φ  ϕ B rΦ1 s
denote a chain of events written by recursion, hence ϕ is a
single event and ψ chain of events. The length of a chain of
events is given by lth pεq  0 and lth pϕ B rΦ1 sq  1 lth pΦ1 q.
Let ϕ and ψ be conjunctions of P-positive sentences. Then
ϕ is included in ψ, denoted ϕ  ψ, iff either ϕ  J, or
ϕ  pφ ^ Ψq and ψ  pφ ^ Ψ1 q and Ψ  Ψ1
ϕ  pφ ^ Ψq and ψ  pσ ^ Ψ1 q and pφ ^ Ψq  Ψ1
We first define the class of valid finitary protocols, and then
the class of textbook protocols.
Definition 3: A valid protocol is a sentence in LP on the
form; protocolrµ, N, ξ T , ξ A , ξ S , Φ s, such that
piq ξT , ξA and ξS are finite conjunctions of roles;
such that ξ A  ξ T and ξ S  ξ T ,
piiq Φ is a final chain of events and
piiiq freepξT q  freepΦq.
The specification of the Wide Mouthed Frog in figure 1 is
called a textbook protocol, since it is rather close to the way
protocols are specified in research articles and textbooks. Note
that variables are introduced, since an agent may play various
roles in a single protocol.
Definition 4: A textbook protocol, is a valid protocol where
each single event is a Transmitpxj , xk , ξ q, where xj , xk are
agent-variables and ξ P LP.
A. Algebra and orderings of protocols
This section contains the sufficient fragment of definitions
and results regarding ordering and concatenation of protocol
syntax. More details and results can be found in the report
[8]. In a protocol, the agents participating in the execution
have different views on the protocol depending on the role
they play. They all run what we call executable sub-protocol
instances.
Each role that an agent might play in a protocol determines
a specific sub-protocol. Below we shall define the concept of
sub-protocol, through the concept of transitive embedding:
Definition 5: Let Φ and Ψ be final chains of events. Then
Φ can be embedded transitively into Ψ, written Φ E Ψ, if
the following holds:
piq ε E Ψ and ϕ B rΦs E ε
piiq ϕ B rΦs E ϕ B rΨ1s iff Φ E Ψ1
piiiq ϕ B rΦs E ψ B rΨs iff ϕ B rΦs E Ψ, if ϕ  ψ.

Thus for instance e2 B e4 B ε E e1 B e2 B e3 B e4 B e5 ε.
If θ is a set of protocol names with µ1 , µ2 P θ, then µ1 N µ2
means that µ1 is a subprotocol of µ2 . The empty name is
denoted ǫ. N is a partial order.
Definition 6: P1  protocolrµ1 , N1 , ξ1T , ξ1A , ξ1S , Φ1 s is a
subprotocol of P2  protocolrµ2 , N2 , ξ2T , ξ2A , ξ2S , Φ2 s, written
P1 P P2 , if and only if piq µ1 N µ2 and N1 ¤ N2 , piiq,
ξ1T  ξ2T , ξ1A  ξ2A , and ξ1S  ξ2S and piiiq Φ1 E Φ2 .
Theorem 1: , E , and P are partial orders.
A strong concept of equality may be defined based on the
protocol syntax:
Definition 7: P1  protocolrµ1 , N1 , ξ1T , ξ1A , ξ1S , Φ1 s is
equal to P2  protocolrµ2 , N2 , ξ2T , ξ2A , ξ2S , Φ2 s, written P1 
P2 , if and only if piq µ1  µ2 and N1  N2 , piiq, ξ1T  ξ2T ,
ξ1A  ξ2A , and ξ1S  ξ2S and piiiq Φ1  Φ2 .
Lemma 1: P1  P2 iff P1 P P2 and P2 P P1 .
If µ1 and µ2 are protocol names, then µ1 µ2 denotes their
concatenation. For any set of protocol names Θ, concatenation
is a monoid over Θ with unit ǫ.
Definition 8: Let Φ and Ψ be final chains of events. Then
their concatenation, denoted Φ " Ψ, is defined by:
pi q Φ " ε  Φ  ε " Φ
piiq pϕ B rΦ1 sq " Ψ  ϕ B rΦ1 " Ψs
Lemma 2: If Φ  ϕ1 B . . . B ϕn B ε and Ψ 
ψ1 B . . . B ψm B ε are chain of events, then Φ " Ψ 
ϕ1 B . . . B ϕn B ψ1 B . . . B ψm B ε.
Definition 9: Let P1 and P2 be two arbitrary valid protocols
in LS . Hence P1  protocolrµ1 , N1 , ξ1T , ξ1A , ξ1S , Φ1 s and
P2  protocolrµ2 , N2 , ξ2T , ξ2A , ξ2S , Φ2 s. Then the composition
of P1 with P2 , denoted P1 ` P2 , is defined by:

protocolrµ1 µ2 , N1 N2 , ξ1T ^ ξ2T , ξ1A ^ ξ2A , ξ1S ^ ξ2S , Φ1 "Φ2 s.
Let E  protocolrǫ, 0, J, J, J, ε s denote the empty protocol,
and let P denote the set of valid protocols. Then:
Theorem 2: xP, ` y is a monoid with unit E.
Proof: To prove that xP, ` y is a monoid amounts to
prove the following, which is left to the reader:
If P1 , P2 P P then P1 ` P2 P P
P CL
P1 ` pP2 ` P3 q  pP1 ` P2 q ` P3 P AS
E ` PPP ` E
P ID

Lemma 3: P1 P P2 ^ P3 P P4 Ñ P1 ` P3 P P2 ` P4
Proof: By extensive applications of lemma 2.
The sub-protocol notion P , is rather general, an arbitrary
sample of events form a protocol may form a sub-protocol. An
important class of sub-protocols, is the intrinsically connected
sub-protocols. An intrinsically connected sub-protocol Ps in a
protocol P is a sub-protocol such that Ps is connected in P. For
example, each of P1 , P2 and P3 are intrinsically connected in
P1 ` P2 ` P3 . Intuitively one can understand the intrinsically
connected sub-protocols as regions within protocols that share
a common local concern.
Definition 10: A protocol P1 is intrinsically connected in a
protocol P2 , written P1 PI P2 , iff there exists protocols P1
and P2 , such that P2  P1 ` P1 ` P2 .
Fortunately, protocol composition is functional:

Lemma 4: P1  P2 ùñ P1 ` P1 ` P2
Proof: By lemma 1 and lemma 3.
IV. E XPLICIT

 P1 ` P2 ` P2 .

SPECIFICATION OF ASSUMPTIONS

protocol [WMF2 , 0,
rolepxq ^ rolepyq
Belx pAgentpxq

newNoncepnpt , t qq
A
newKeypkeyps, tA
1 , t2 , M qq
CurrentpstamppN, tA qq
N

A

create new nonce
create new key
current local time

The use of the double operator Enforcex pBelx pψ qq shall be
rather restrictive. In this paper five kinds of patterns are used;

piq
piiq
piiiq
pivq
pvq

Enforcex pBelx pE rk : ψ sqq
Enforcex pBelx pDrk : ψ sqq
Enforcex pBelx pTrustpx, y, ψ qqq
Enforcex pBelx pnewKeypk qqq
Enforcex pBelx pCurrentptqqq

The sentence piq states that x tries to perform an encryption
of sentence ψ and adds this new sentence to its beliefs.
Sentence piiq expresses that x tries to perform a decryption of
sentence ψ and adds this new sentence to its beliefs. Clause
piiiq says that x is enforced to trust y with respect to the
particular sentence ψ. Finally, the agent might be enforced to
create a fresh key piv q and set the current time-stamp derived
from its local clock.
Many requirements about the execution of the Wide
Mouthed Frog protocol are hidden in the textbook version.
It is supposed that the initiator can generate fresh keys and
timestamps, and is aware of its participants. Refining the
protocol in figure 1, we obtain the assumption version of the
protocol as seen in figure 2.
Observation 1: The textbook version of Wide Mouthed
Frog is a sub-protocol of the assumption version in figure 2.
Observation 1 expresses that the assumption version of Wide
Mouthed Frog Protocol is a refinement of its corresponding
textbook protocol.

rolepxq

^ rolepyq ^ rolepz q,

pH1 q
pH2 q

rolepxq

^ Agentpyq ^ Agentpz q ^ isKeypkeyps, x, z qqq

p1 q

B
Enforcex pBelx pCurrentpstamppwT , xqqqq

p2 q

Enforcex pBelx pnewKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqqq

p3 q

Enforcex pBelx pE rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpyq

p4 q

B
B

Many assumptions about the underlying implementation are
not explicitly stated in the textbook protocol. Since there is no
prima facie relations of trust between the agents, the agents
can not add message content to their beliefs when they receive
something from their environment. Authentication protocols
are ways of establishing trust. Therefore we require that the
agents are honest and that they do not unconditionally trust
other agents. Assumptions about the state of a given agent is
represented by the belief operator. If it is required that agent a
possess a key k, the specification yields Bela pisKeypk qq. If a
specification is on the form, “agent a enforce that a believes”
Enforcea pBela pϕqq. Hence we define:
Definition 11: Let xi and xj be agent-variables and ψ P
LP . An assumption protocol is a valid protocol where
each single event is either Transmitpxj , xk , ψ q, Belxi pψ q, or
Enforcexi pBelxi pψ qq.
Agents may have the capability of producing fresh nonces and
keys and set timestamps. Thus freshness involves yet another
extension of the language of security, the freshness extension
denoted LPext gives the following LS  LP  LPext :

^ rolepz q,

^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsqq
B
Transmitpx, z, Agentpxq ^ E rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpyq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsq
B
Enforcez pBelz pTrustpz, x, E rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpyq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsqqq
B
Enforcez pBelz pDrkeyps, x, z q : E rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpyq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqssqq
B

p5 ⊲q
p6 q
p7 q

Belz pisKeypkeyps, x, z qqq

p8 q

Enforcez pBelz pCurrentpstamppuT , z qqqq

p9 q

B
B

Enforcez pBelz pE rkeyps, y, z q :
TimepstamppuT , z qq ^ Agentpxq

^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsqq
B
Transmitpz, y, E rkeyps, y, z q :
TimepstamppuT , z qq ^ Agentpxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsq
B
Enforcey pBely pTrustpy, z, E rkeyps, y, z q :
TimepstamppuT , z qq ^ Agentpxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsqqqs
B
Bely pisKeypkeyps, y, z qqq
B
Enforcey pBely pDrkeyps, y, z q : E rkeyps, y, z q :
TimepstamppuT , z qq ^ Agentpxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqssqq

Fig. 2.

p10 q
p11 ⊲q
p12 q
p13 q
s

p14 q

Assumption version of WMF.

A. Automated refinement
The process of refining a textbook protocol by hand into
a specification containing all the assumptions, is both time
consuming and error prone. Typically we used from 2-4 days
of hard and boring work to specify the assumption version
of the classical authentication protocols, yet several errors
occurred during the process of specification.
A surprising discovery made during this investigation was
that the refinement of textbook protocols can be fully automated. There are two advantages: First, the process of refining
a textbook protocol is speeded up dramatically. Using our
method, it is a practically feasible task to build a large library
of authentication protocols including assumptions. Second,
the specifier does not have to be an expert in cryptography
in order to specify and test protocols. Principles of both
symmetric and asymmetric cryptography are built into the
refinement algorithm. A consequence of this is that the automated refinement also gives an automated explanation of
the underlying cryptographic mechanisms in the protocol! The
core idea is thus that we take a textbook protocol as input, and
return an executable refined assumption protocol. For every
transmission, preconditions are generated for the sender of the
message and receiver’s knowledge is maximized.
The message might contain both conjunctions of sentences
and nested occurrences of encryption. Hence the refinement
function generates a tree of assumptions. Since protocols are
chains of events, the algorithm for automated refinement must
linearize the refined tree. This can be done by the following
algorithm:
Definition 12: If P is a textbook protocol, then P can
be refined (automated) into an assumption protocol by the

function ℜ as follows:

(AR0) ℜpprotocolrµ, N, ξ , ξ , ξ , Φ sq 
protocolrµ, N, ξ T , ξ A , ξ S , ℜpΦq s
(AR1) ℜpεq  ε
(AR2) ℜpTransmitpx, y, F q B rΦsq 
prepx, F q " pTransmitpx, y, F q
piq
B Enforcey pBely pTrustpy, x, F qqq B εq piiq
" postpy, F q " ℜpΦq
piiiq
The clauses AR0 and AR1 take care of the start and end
of the automated refinement, respectively. The recursion is
carried out through in the final clause AR2, and splits into
four successive parts: piq the sender’s assumptions, piiq trusted
transmission, piiiq the receiver’s information extraction, and
pivq recursion on the remainder. The function prepx, F q thus
takes an agent-term x, the sender, and message content F ,
what is sent, as arguments and returns a chain of assumptions
that is required to be true for the agent x in order for x
to be able to transmit the message. The function postpy, F q
returns the sequence of local events that the receiver y should
perform in order to be cryptographic competent. Note that our
security protocols run in an environment where the agents are
supposed to trust the particular content of transmissions in
protocol sessions.
Definition 13: The assumption function pre is defined by
recursion over the complexity of the message content:
T

A

S

prepx, Agentptqq  Belx pAgentptqq B ε
prepx, isKeypk qq  Belx pisKeypk qq B ε
prepx, isNoncepnqq  Belx pisNoncepnqq B ε
prepx, Timeprqq  Belx pTimeprqq B ε
prepx, F ^ Gq  prepx, F q " prepx, Gq
prepx, E rkeyps, x, y q : F sq 
prepx, F ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y qqq "
Enforcex pBelx pE rkeyps, x, y q : F sqq B ε
(AE2) prepx, E rkeyps, y, z q : F sq 
Belx pE rkeyps, y, z q : F sq B ε if x  y ^ x  z
(AA)
(AK)
(AN)
(AT)
(AC)
(AE1)

The function generating assumptions thus makes explicit the
content of F in a message Transmitpx, y, F q, with respect to
what the sender x should know in order to be able to send the
message to y.
Similarly, the receiver may extract information from a
message, by enforcing as many decryptions as possible. The
information extracted is then implicitly possessed by the
receiver y.
Definition 14: The extraction function post is defined by
recursion over the complexity of the message content:
postpy, Agentptqq  postpx, isKeypk qq 
postpy, isNoncepnqq  postpy, Timeprqq  ε
(PE1) postpy, E rkeyps, y, xq : F sq 
postpy, isKeypkeyps, y, xqqq
" pEnforcey pBely pDrkeyps, y, xq :
E rkeyps, y, xq : F ssqq B εq " postpy, F q
(PE2) postpy, E rkeyps, x, z q : F sq  ε if y  x ^ y  z
Let P be an arbitrary nonempty protocol with message contents M  tF1 , . . . , Flth pPq u. The maximal message content

is a sentence F P M such that for every i with 1 ¤ i ¤
lth pPq we have that degpF q ¥ degpFi q. In other words, the
maximal message content measures the most complex logical
sentence in the protocol. Observe that conjunction, beliefs
and encryption operators are treated equally. Then we can
compute a bound for the maximal length of the automated
refined protocol as a function of both the length and maximal
content of the textbook protocol.
Lemma 5: Let P be a nonempty textbook protocol, where
the maximal message content is F . Then we have:
lth pℜpPqq ¤ lth pPq  p2degpF q degpF q 2q.
Proof: By induction over degpF q for the textbook protocols
P with fixed length lth pPq.
Lemma 6: If lth pP1 q  1 then ℜpP1q ` ℜpPq  ℜpP1 ` Pq.
Proof: Let P  protocolrµ, N, ξ T , ξ A , ξ S , Φ s, and let
1
P  protocolrµ1 , N 1 , ξ1T , ξ1A , ξ1S , Transmitpx, y, F q B ε s,
since lth pP1 q  1. Then by definition of `:
ℜpP1 ` Pq 
protocolrµ1 µ, N 1 N, ξ1T ^ ξ T , ξ1A ^ ξ A , ξ1S
ℜppTransmitpx, y, F q B εq " Φq s.

^ ξS ,

p1q

From definition 12, and definition 8, we can prove that
ℜppTransmitpx, y, F q B εq " Φq
 ℜpTransmitpx, y, F q B εq " ℜpΦq.

Substituting p2q into p1q gives

protocolrµ1 µ, N 1 N, ξ1T ^ ξ T , ξ1A ^ ξ A , ξ1S
ℜpTransmitpx, y, F q B εq " ℜpΦq s
1
 ℜpP q ` ℜpPq, which ends the proof.

p2 q
^ ξS ,

The next lemma shows that automated refinement is a homomorphism, and is proven using that composition ` is a monoid
and functional:
Lemma 7: ℜpP1 q ` ℜpP2 q  ℜpP1 ` P2 q
Proof: By induction on lth pP1 q. The basis is okay since;
ℜpE q ` ℜpP2 q paq E

` ℜpP2 q pbq ℜpP2 q pcq ℜpE ` P2 q
paq follows by definition of ℜ AR1, pbq and pcq by PID.
Consider the ind. step. Let P1  P1 ` P, where lth pP1 q  1:
lemma 4 and 6
ℜpP1 ` Pq ` ℜpP2 q
 pℜpP1 q ` ℜpPqq ` ℜpP2 q theorem 2, PAS
 ℜpP1 q ` pℜpPq ` ℜpP2 qq ind. hyp. and lemma 4
 ℜpP1 q ` ℜpP ` P2 q
lemma 6
 ℜpP1 ` pP ` P2 qq
theorem 2, PAS
 ℜppP1 ` Pq ` P2 q, which is what we wanted.

(PA)

Lemma 8: If P is a textbook protocol containing only one
message transmission, then P P ℜpPq.
Proof: Follows directly from the definition (AR-2) of
automated refinement ℜ.
Theorem 3: If P is a textbook protocol, then P P ℜpPq.
Proof: By induction over lth pPq. The basis is obvious using
(AR-1). Consider the induction step: Suppose that lth pPq 
k and that ξ A  rolepx1 q ^ . . . ^ rolepxn q. By induction

hypothesis P P ℜpPq. Suppose without loss of generality
that P is extended with one clause at the end. Since we
consider arbitrary extensions of the protocol, it is convenient
to consider the extension as a protocol addition: P ` P1 , where
lth pP1 q  1. Since P1 P ℜpP1 q, then
P

`

P1

P pℜpPq ` ℜpP1 qq  ℜpP ` P1 q

which follows by the monotonicity of automated refinement
over the sub-protocol relation (lemma 3) and since ℜ is a
homomorphism (lemma 7).
The previous algorithm can handle neither freshness nor
duplication of protocol statements. Superfluous information
appears normally in the refinement process by duplicated belief statements, since ℜ typically traverses the same elementary
facts several time.
Lemma 9: Any textbook protocol P, can be refined fully
automated into an assumption protocol PÆ with explicit generation of fresh timestamps and nonces.
Proof: Let P1  ℜpPq be an automated refined protocol.
The function eqpP1 q recursively traverses the protocol body
and only keeps the first occurrence of every belief statement
and removes the remaining. P2  eqpP1 q. Since belief statements of the kinds

protocol [WMF3 , 0,
rolepxq ^ rolepyq

B

^ rolepz q,

rolepxq

^ rolepyq ^ rolepz q,

rolepxq

Enforcex pBelx pnewKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqqq

(1)

Belx pAgentpxqq

(2)

B
Enforcex pBelx pCurrentpstamppwT , xqqqq

(3)

Belx pAgentpyq

(4)

B
B

^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, z qqq

Enforcex pBelx pE rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpyq

^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsqq
B
Transmitpx, z, Agentpxq ^ E rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpyq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsq
B
Enforcez pBelz pTrustpz, x, E rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpyq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsqqq
B
Belz pisKeypkeyps, x, z qqq
B
Enforcez pBelz pDrkey ps, x, z q : E rkeyps, x, z q :
TimepstamppwT , xqq ^ Agentpyq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqssqq
B
Enforcez pBelz pCurrentpstamppuT , z qqqq
B
Belz pAgentpxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qq ^ isKeypkeyps, y, z qqq
B
Enforcez pBelz pE rkeyps, y, z q :
TimepstamppuT , z qq ^ Agentpxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsqq
B
Transmitpz, y, E rkeyps, y, z q :
TimepstamppuT , z qq ^ Agentpxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqsq
B
Enforcey pBely pTrustpy, z, E rkeyps, y, z q :
TimepstamppuT , xqq ^ Agentpxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, yqqsqqqs
B
Bely pisKeypkeyps, y, z qqq
B
Enforcey pBely pDrkeyps, y, z q : E rkeyps, y, z q :
TimepstamppuT , xqq ^ Agentpxq ^ isKeypkeyps, x, y, vK qqssqq

Fig. 3.
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Automated refinement of WMF textbook protocol.

Belx pisNoncepnpz N , xqqq and Belx pTimepstamppwT , xqqq
occur as early as possible in the assumption protocol, each
occurrence might be replaced by statements creating the fresh
local values. The function Æ thus takes P2 as argument and
returns an explicit freshness protocol: Each occurrence of
Belx pisNoncepnpz N , xqqq is replaced by newNoncepnpz N , xqq
and each occurrence of Belx pTimepstamppwT , xqqq is replaced
by CurrentpstamppwT , xqq. Then PÆ  ÆpeqpℜpPqqq.
By lemma 9 we assure that the agent’s nonces and timestamps
are explicitly constructed in the specification. If P is a textbook
protocol then let ℜÆ denote the function constructed in the
proof of lemma 9, that is: ℜÆ pPq  ÆpeqpℜpPqqq. Figure 3
shows how the algorithm refines the textbook specification.
Fortunately, the previous results about straightforward automated refinement can be transfered to automated refinement
including fresh nonces and timestamps, although the proof
is more delicate. The reason is that neither Æ nor eq is a
homomorphism over ` ; in other words eqpP1 q ` eqpP2 q 
eqpP1 ` P2 q and ÆpP1 q ` ÆpP2 q  ÆpP1 ` P2 q. Hence
we can not reuse the proof of theorem 3, since lemma 7 does
not generalize to freshness refinement ℜÆ . Fortunately, we can
prove a couple of useful properties
Lemma 10: Let P1 and P2 be textbook protocols, then
piq eqpℜÆ pP1 q ` ℜÆ pP2 qq  eqpℜÆ pP1 ` P2 qq
piiq Both eqpP1 q  P1 and eqpℜÆ pP1 qq  ℜÆ pP1 q
Proof: In case of piq, an event ϕ might occur both in
ℜÆ pP1 q and ℜÆ pP2 q , hence we have ℜÆ pP1 ` P2 q P
ℜÆ pP1 q ` ℜÆ pP2 q. The only way ℜÆ pP1 ` P2 q and
ℜÆ pP1 q ` ℜÆ pP2 q might differ concerns multiple occurences
of Enforcex pBelx pψ qq. Hence without violating the previous
result, eq might be extended to contract multiple occurences of

enforcement statements as well. Then eqpℜÆ pP1 q ` ℜÆ pP2 qq
removes the extra occurences.
Consider piiq: First eqpP1 q  P1 follows since P1 is
textbook. Second eqpℜÆ pP1 qq  eqpÆpeqpP1 qqq  ÆpeqpP1 qq,
since the latter contains only one occurence of each event.
Lemma 11: If P is a textbook protocol, with lth pPq  1,
then we have that P P ℜÆ pPq.
Proof: By lemma 8, P P ℜpPq, yet P P eqpℜpPqq,
and P P ÆpeqpℜpPqqq since the single transmission in P is
preserved by both functions.
Theorem 4: If P is a textbook protocol, then P P ℜÆ pPq.
Proof: By induction on lth pPq. Ind. basis is verified by
ℜÆ pεq  Æpeqpℜpεqqq  ε. Consider the induction step:
Analogous to theorem 3 we consider one-step extensions
of the protocol: P  P1 ` P2 , where lth pP1 q ¥ 0 and
lth pP2 q  1. By induction hypothesis P1 P ℜÆ pP1 q,
and by lemma 11, P2 P ℜÆ pP2 q. Then by lemma 3,
P1 ` P2 P ℜÆ pP1 q ` ℜÆ pP2 q. Now comes the
delicate part: Since eq is monotone over P , we have
that eqpP1 ` P2 q P eqpℜÆ pP1 q ` ℜÆ pP2 qq (1). By
lemma 10 piq, eqpP1 ` P2 q  P1 ` P2 (2), since
P is a textbook protocol. By lemma 10 piiq and piiiq,
eqpℜÆ pP1 q ` ℜÆ pP2 qq  eqpℜÆ pP1 ` P2 qq (3), and
eqpℜÆ pPqq  ℜÆ pPq (4). Then the equations;
P1

` P2 p1q eqpP1 ` P2 q P eqpℜÆ pP1 q
2q
p
 eqpℜÆ pP1 q ` ℜÆ pP2 qq p3q eqpℜÆ pP1
p4q ℜÆ pP1 ` P2 q proves the theorem.

` ℜÆ pP2 qq
` P2 qq

B. Public key cryptography extension
Let us consider asymmetric cryptography. In public key
cryptography the following two axioms hold for any agent
x, relating to decryption and encryption:
PKI1 Drkeypa, i, xq : E rkeypa, u, xq : F ss Ø F
PKI2 Drkeypa, u, xq : E rkeypa, i, xq : F ss Ø F
The public key is considered to be a public fact. Every
cryptographic competent agent may have access to any public
key among the agents participating in the network. The private
key is required to be secret, no other agent at the same level
of trust is supposed to possess the key.
Both the assumption construction and information extraction
functions must be extended. Consider first the assumption
construction: There are two cases, either the sender x intends
to send a message encrypted with x’s public or private key, or
the sender x encrypts a message with assumptions for sending
messages:
(AE3) prepx, E rkeypa, i, xq : F sq 
prepx, F ^ isKeypkeypa, i, xqqq "
Enforcex pBelx pE rkeypa, i, xq : F sqq B ε
(AE4) prepx, E rkeypa, u, y q : F sq 
prepx, F ^ isKeypkeypa, u, y qqq "
Enforcex pBelx pE rkeypa, u, y q : F sqq B ε
In case of asymmetric cryptography, the receiving agent is
supposed to follow the principles of public key infrastructure:
(PE3) postpy, E rkeypa, u, y q : F sq 
pBely pisKeypkeypa, u, yqq ^ isKeypkeypa, i, yqqq
B Enforcey pBely pDrkeypa, i, y q :
E rkeypa, u, xq : F ssqq B εq " postpy, F q
(PE4) postpy, E rkeypa, i, z q : F sq 
pBely pisKeypkeypa, u, z qqq B
Enforcey pBely pDrkeypa, u, z q :
E rkeypa, i, z q : F ssqq B εq " postpy, F q
Thus, whenever y receives a message encrypted with y’s public
key, y should possess both its private and public key and
therefore be able to decrypt the message according to the
axiom.
Observation 2: All the previous results are maintained in
case the functions pre and post are extended with the equations for asymmetric cryptography.
C. Automated or manual specifications?
The specification in figure 2 was written by hand. Since we
know that fresh keys must be constructed explicitly (hence
manually), ℜ is extended to handle construction of fresh keys
as given in the key-protocol:
ℜpEnforcex pBelx pnewKeypk qqq B rΦsq 
Enforcex pBelx pnewKeypk qqq B rℜpΦqs
When we applied the automated refinement algorithm discussed previously, ℜÆ pWMF2 q, we get the specification depicted in figure 3. But how do we know that this expresses
the same protocol? Compared to figure 2, there are some

differences. Yet, the two protocols are equal in a very strong
sense, which indicates that there should be a way of identifying
“WMF3 ” and “WMF2 ”. The similarity of the two protocol
specifications can be established by considering only the
specification syntax. Consequently we borrow the concept
structural congruence from the π calculus, to identify similarity between specifications solely based on syntax. If ϕ is
a subsentence of Φ at position p in Φ, then we write Φp tϕu.
The boolean statement “ ϕ is a subsentence of Φ” is written
ϕ PS Φ.
Definition 15: Structural congruence of expressions in LP ,
denoted  is an equivalence relation defined by:
p1q If ϕ PS Φ and ϕ  ψ then Φptϕu  Φptψu
p2q If P1  protocolrµ1 , N1 , ξ1T , ξ1A , ξ1S , Φ1 s and
P2  protocolrµ2 , N2 , ξ2T , ξ2A , ξ2S , Φ2 s then P1  P2
iff either P1 and P2 are α-equal p:q
or ξ1T  ξ2T , ξ1A  ξ2A , ξ1S  ξ2S , and Φ1  Φ2 p;q
p3q ϕ ^ ϕ  ϕ, ϕ1 ^ ϕ2  ϕ2 ^ ϕ1 ,
pϕ1 ^ ϕ2 q^ ϕ3  ϕ1 ^pϕ2 ^ ϕ3q
p4q Belx pϕq B Belx pψq  Belxpϕ ^ ψq
p5q EnforcexpBelx pϕqq B Belx pϕq  EnforcexpBelx pϕqq
p6q Belx pϕq B Bely pψq  Bely pψq B Belx pϕq if x  y
p7q Belx pϕq B Enforcey pψq  Enforcey pψq B Belx pϕq
if x  y or ϕ RS ψ
p8q Belx pϕq B Transmit py, z, ψq 
Transmitpy, z, ψ q B Belx pϕq if x  y or ϕ RS ψ
The rules for structural congruence can be justified as
follows: Structural congruence of subexpressions migrate to
the context they inhabit p1q. Note that structural congruence
is independent of the name and the session number. If the
roles and the protocol body are structurally congruent, then the
protocols are congruent p2:q. The concrete variables chosen
is not a critical issue for protocols p2;q. In order to ensure
that matching work properly, conjunctions like φ ^ ψ are
interpreted as “φ and if ψ”, yet p3q ensures that the laws
of idempotence, commutativity, and associativity are covered
by . A successive chain of beliefs by an agent is congruent
with the single belief of their conjunction p4q. When the agent
has enforced a belief it is superfluous to claim that the agent
possess this belief p5q. The final congruences p6q, p7q and
p8q show that beliefs might be moved syntactically under the
condition that the movement does not have any impact of local
protocol region. The belief can not be moved if the subject of
each event is the same agent and the content of the belief is
a subsentence of the other event.
Observation 3: WMF2  WMF3
A useful notion derivable from structural congruence is the
notion of sound assumption protocol. Let textpPq denote the
textbook filtration of the protocol P. Then we say that an
assumption protocol P is a sound assumption protocol if P 
ℜÆ ptextpPqq. Then we can address the previous question:
Observation 4: WMF2 is a sound assumption protocol.
D. Experimental results
A protocol-simulator written in Maude is the underlying
basis of the project. We have refined several classical

authentication protocols as given in Clark and Jacobs[6].
The table below shows three protocols that use symmetric
cryptography, and one public key protocol, the Needham
Schroeder Public Key Protocol. The symmetric key protocols
include the Wide Mouthed Frog, Needham Schroeder
Symmetric Key, and the Otway-Rees authentication protocol.
The refinement functions can be extended with rules for
asymmetric cryptography, the final row in the table show the
results for Needham Schroeder Public Key.
Protocol
WMF
Need. sym.
OtwayRees
Need. pub.

T
lh
3
7
5
7

Automated
ℜ
lh rew
20 100
39 250
47 295
50 259

refinement
ℜÆ
lh rew
16 531
31 1594
29 1733
38 2188

Simul
ation
rew
5693
11136
13656
10240

We let T denote the extension of the textbook protocol to
include generation of fresh keys. The results of the automated
refinements are divided into standard refinement ℜ and ℜÆ ,
where both the length (lh) and the number of rewrites in
Maude (rew) are reported. The rightmost column gives the
number of rewrites in a successful execution of the refined
ℜÆ -protocols in the simulator.
V. R ELATED WORK
Although formal specification and analysis of protocols have
been investigated by many authors the last two decades, the algebra of protocol syntax and refinement have been overlooked
([2], [1]). State based techniques and model-checking ([11],
[13]) have been used extensively the last decade as a paradigm
for discovering possible attacks of protocols, since state
machines closely model system behaviour. Epistemic logic
([5], [4] [3]) and theorem proving techniques [5], [15]have
been used both in attempts to verify security protocols and
to precisely describe security properties, because the proof
techniques are advanced and the languages involved are high
level. Some tools like the protocol analyzer NRL [13], have
been successful in representing many protocols and discovering several new attacks, while others like CAPSL [7] and
Casper [12] have been used to specify protocols in a uniform
way. The conceptual model that most closely resembles our
approach is the strand-space apprach [17]. In [18], the authors
investigate the distinction of local and global protocols, similar
to our concepts. Some authors have investigated techniques
to generate security protocols automatically by evolutionary
methods ([16] and [10]). An interesting approach using BAN
logics [10] proposes techniques to automatically generate
protocols. The latter approach is devoted to meta-heuristic
techniques for searching for the best protocols given a set of
goals, following the BAN rules.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have shown how a straightforward sorted language for
security can be used to assist in explaining authentication

protocol semantics through automatic refinement of the specification syntax. This certainly speeds up the time it takes to understand and test both classical and new protocols. The paper
explore how a mixture of logics and algebra can broaden our
practical and theoretical understanding of security protocols,
in order to provide tool support for analysing protocols.
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